
 
Time Tracking with Insightly 
If your company is currently using Insightly for project or customer management, did you know that you 
can also use Hubstaff’s time tracking with Insightly? Hubstaff’s time tracking desktop app integrates 
seamlessly with Insightly so your team can track time spent selling and managing customer 
relationships. If you’re not currently using a customer relationship management (CRM) tool for your 
business, we’ll explore why managing your relationships in a system is important, why Insightly is a good 
choice for your CRM, and how Insightly time tracking with Hubstaff can work for you and your business. 
Why use a CRM?  
Every business needs to manage relationships with clients, prospects, partners, suppliers and other 
organizations. Rather than keep all of this information within an individual team member’s email 
account or in a spreadsheet, CRM applications can help store and manage this information more 
efficiently – all in one central location on the cloud.  CRM software not only allows organizations to 
share contact information and keep it updated (a common problem), but it can help salespeople 
manage relationships better and take advantage of sales opportunities that might get lost in the shuffle 
(also a common issue). CRM software not only lets you store your address book contact and company 
information, but also tag and organize by category, link files or images to an account, and integrate with 
your email marketing system. Some CRM tools also include a basic project management function, 
allowing you to create tasks, milestones and projects, assign tasks to a team member, and receive 
notifications of upcoming deadlines. 
Why Insightly for CRM?  
Insightly (http://insightly.com) is a simple and easy-to-use CRM tool for small business used by more 
than 650,000 people worldwide, making it the number one small business CRM on the market. Better 
yet, Insightly is totally free for accounts with up to 2500 records, 200 MB storage and 40 custom fields 
(up to 3 users). Beyond that, its standard premium accounts are as low as $7/user/month, with 
unlimited storage, custom branding, Google Contact and Calendar sync, and even integration with 
QuickBooks, Evernote, Dropbox, and other applications. They offer a free, 14-day trial of the standard 
version, along with 1-1 help to get you started. They also offer some integrated project management 
features along with their CRM tools. 
Why Time tracking with Insightly? 



If your organization has a team of salespeople and sales managers, you may wonder how much time 
your salespeople spend talking to customers on the phone, in person, as well as how much time they 
spend managing their sales database. With Insightly time tracking, you can instantly record how much 
time it takes for your team members to find and update contact information, as well as manage their 
sales opportunities. Even if your company does not have a large sales team, every organization needs to 
manage contacts of some sort, so using Insightly time tracking will be useful in order to measure the 
exact hours or minutes per week spent on customer relationship management. 
Insightly and Hubstaff Time Tracking: 
Since Insightly integrates directly with Hubstaff’s time tracking software (available on Windows, Mac, 
and Linux), you can simply link Hubstaff’s time tracking desktop app and start tracking time in Insightly 
immediately. After the quick setup and integration, your team will immediately see their assigned 
Insightly tasks, updates and due dates in the Hubstaff time tracking tool. Some Insightly time tracking 
features include:  

 Automatic time tracking for Insightly tasks: Users can easily track the exact time they work on 
their Insightly tasks, while the Hubstaff time tracking app quietly runs in the background 

 Optional screenshots of team activity in Insightly: the Hubstaff app can take random 
screenshots every ten minutes and monitor activity levels of your team 

 Daily or weekly reporting: Have emails sent to you regularly showing your team’s time spent on 
Insightly, which can be customized to filter by user, project and dates 

 Syncing with Insightly API: Your Insightly tasks stay synced and updated through its API 
Insightly time tracking for better relationship management 
As you can see, having a customer relationship management tool helps companies of all sizes to better 
manage their sales process and keep track of important customer data, projects and opportunities. 
When you combine CRM with time tracking, you can ensure that your sales people and team members 
spend adequate time managing their relationships in a streamlined process. The end result for your 
business could mean fewer lost opportunities, more customer touch points, more deals closed and more 
successful customer relationships.  


